
DCAT Meeting August 2014

Date & Time

Main call Tuesday, August 12 2014, 15:00 UTC/GMT - 11:00 ET
Satellite call Wednesday, August 13th 2014 07:00 UTC/GMT - 03:00 ET

What is the difference between the "main call" and satellite call? 

2014 Meeting objectives

From August until December 2014, the monthly DCAT meetings are centered around defining, refining and prioritizing DSpace use cases.

These use cases are expected to have an important impact on the medium and long term roadmap of DSpace, starting with DSpace 6 in 2015.

August Meeting Agenda: End user use cases

During the august meeting we will be discussing use cases that affect users who use DSpace:

as anonymous, non-logged in users
as registered, logged-in users who do not have any specific administrative rights or responsibilities. For such users, submission can fall under the 
use cases.

Read more about certain use cases that were already identified: Use Cases

Discussed use cases

Seeing only those items listed the user has access to, through all of the DSpace interfaces (honouring permissions) - Terry Brady
Viewing video from DSpace pages, for videos hosted in DSpace - Terry Brady
Viewing video from DSpace pages, for videos hosted elsewhere (internal streaming server, youtube, vimeo) - Terry Brady, Kate Dohe, Kim 
Shepherd
Permission handling with regards to streaming video - Terry Brady, Kim Shepherd
Accessing documents in the browser with page-turning functionality - Terry Brady
A consistent faceted browsing experience across all of DSpace (eliminating Browse/Discovery inconsistencies) - Daryl Grenz
Easier access to items related to a specific metadata value for another item (clickable author names & other authorities) - Daryl Grenz & Jim 
Ottaviani
Getting a clearer representation of the different roles a faculty member had in the creation of an item (faculty profile page - difference advisor
/creator) - Daryl Grenz
Editing my own archived submissions - Yu "Lilly" Li & Sarah Potvin
Tagging photos and other forms of crowdsourced metadata - David Schuster
Enhanced visual access to collections with images or rich thumbnail representations of other files - David Schuster
Discovery and retrieval of content on mobile devices

It was also noted that there are administrative use cases on mobile. 
File upload first submission and automated metadata extraction - Kim Shepherd
JSPUI – Login as Dspace admin --> Edit Collection --> Land to Policies for Collection "Your Collection" – There should be back button.- Hardik 
MIshra

Call Attendees (main+satellite)

Bram Luyten (@mire) - @mire
Maureen Walsh - Ohio State University
Terrence W Brady & Kate Dohe - Georgetown University
Sarah Potvin - Texas A&M University
Daryl Grenz - KAUST
Sue Kunda - Oregon State University
Jim Ottaviani - University of Michigan
Tara Stephens - UBC
Peter Dietz - Longsight
Felicity Dykas - University of Missouri
Kim Shepherd - University of Auckland

 

https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/cmtygp/Introducing+DCAT+Satellite+calls
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/Use+Cases
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Streaming+Video+Content
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Streaming+Video+Content
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Streaming+Video+Content
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+In-browser+page+turner+for+accessing+text+based+materials
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Browse
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Enhanced+access+to+related+items
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Clear+distinction+between+different+types+of+contributor+involvement
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https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Visual+collection+browsing
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Discovery+and+retrieval+of+content+on+mobile+devices
https://wiki.lyrasis.org/display/DSPACE/End+User+-+Easy+and+Intuitive+Deposit+Interface
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